Sierra Designs 20 degrees F Wild Bill Climashield Sleeping Bag

- Climashield™ HL, a high-loft continuous filament insulation, offers excellent thermal efficiency, durability and water resistance
- Chest pocket keeps all your essentials—headlamp, watch, glasses—right at hand and easy to find even in the dark
- Ergonomic, nonrestrictive hood cradles your head in warmth
- Differentiated drawcords (1 round, 1 flat) let you adjust hood and neck easily in the dark
- Stuff extra clothes into the hood's pocket to create a pillow; no need for a pillow to take up valuable space in your backpack
- Insulated draft tube backing full-length zipper helps prevent cold air from seeping through
- Pad Locks™ at the shoulders and hips keep your bag and sleeping pad together for a good night's sleep

Temperature Rating: 20 degrees Fahrenheit

Shell: Nylon
Fill: Polyester
Lining: Polyester
Fits up to: 72 inches
Shoulder Girth: 60 inches
Stuff Sack Size: 9 x 19 inches